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Total Energy Systems, LLC Signs Distribution Agreement with Scania Marine Engines
Total Energy Systems of Green Bay, WI, announces they have expanded their engine distribution offerings and signed
an agreement with Scania USA as their authorized Marine Engine distributor for the Western Great Lakes and the upper
Mississippi.
The agreement with Scania includes the full lineup of Scania marine engines from 250 to 1000 HP, plus parts and accessories.
“We are very excited about expanding our relationship with Scania while enhancing our product offering to the marine
market segment in the upper Midwest. Scania Engines boast superior efficiency and technology and are strongly backed
by an “any hour, anywhere” service network that we are very proud to be part of. Adding Scania’s Marine Engine line is a
great fit, combining our extensive product knowledge with our long tenured presence in the Midwest marine market,” said
Chris Stiles, president of Total Energy Systems.
“Total Energy System has a long history with the Kohler Marine Product and the addition of Scania Propulsion Engines to
our portfolio is an excellent complement to our marine business.” said Mike Hartoonian, director of engine sales. “Having
both of these premium product lines allows us to offer a complete package of engine, generator and engineering support
to our customers making us a one stop shop for their commercial marine power needs.”
Scania Marine Engines are used in a wide variety of commercial applications including passenger vessels, tug boats, work
boats, fishing boats, and patrol boats. Their fuel efficiency, commonality of parts, and ease of maintenance make them a
versatile option in the commercial marine industry.
“With over 30 years experience in the commercial marine industry, I am continued to be amazed with the power to
weight ratio and overwhelming fuel savings the Scania engine offers. In a work boat application the vessel owners will see
substantial savings in fuel alone that can justify switching to Scania power. Total Energy Systems has partnered with an
engine manufacturer that continues to stay ahead of the curve in the innovation of their marine engines,” said Rick Dunlap,
marine product manager.
Besides the distribution of Scania Marine engines, Total Energy Systems also is a certified distributor of Hatz, Isuzu,
Mitsubishi, Scania Industrial, and Subaru engines.
In addition to its engine product offerings, Total Energy Systems is the exclusive distributor for Kohler Power Systems’ full
line of power systems including industrial, marine, mobile and residential generators, transfer switches and switchgear.
Total Energy Systems parent company, Morley-Murphy Company started in 1904 as a hardware company in Green Bay, WI
and has been in the engine and generator business for over 60 years.
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